Juana’s Pagodas Volleyball Rules
1. This is local fun bar and better volleyball. Yes there is competition, yes there is a desire to get better at the game, but
foremost, enjoy the game and fun with friends.
2. League Breakout 4s:
B – Beer League
BB – Competitive Beer League
A/AA/Open – Competitive with beer on the side

2s:
LOW – B/BB
HIGH – BB/A/AA/OPEN

3. Level Breakout:
a. B – Beginning players new to game or still getting familiar with game (beginner to intermediate). Typically, one
and two over hits. Serves over/under hand, no jump serves. Bump sets and hand-sets are allowed for learning.
b. BB – Players who have been playing for a while (advanced intermediate to proficient veteran). Can hold a rally
and three touch before going over net. Serves are over/under hand and jump serveas are allowed; hand-sets
allowed, no hand-sets over net.
c. A/AA/Open – Skilled players (proficient in all positions on the court, offense/defense, communication, etc).
Jump serves, bump and handsets allowed.
d. 2s Low and High – Jump serves, handsets, bump sets all allowed.
4. Games: Match play - 2x21, 1x15 (if needed). If team requests resked, opposing team must oblige. Resked date need to
be identified and socialized between teams within 24 hours of original game. If resked cannot be played, game goes
down as forfeit to team failing to show.
5. Girl Rule: Girl on team, Girl on court during play, Girl does not have to hit in volley/rally.
6. Roster: Roster must be set with all players at start of league. Work with Judd if needing to add player. High 2s players
are not allowed to play on B teams. On combined B/BB team nights, team with high player must register as BB. No
Subs Allowed in Playoffs. Play with what you got.
7. Simple Play Rules (In-line with FIVB/AVP (ball rotation is not mentioned in rule books but the following additional rules
applies) Call your bad sets or touches:
a. No touching the net, touched net results in loss of point. If a ball is driven into the net and contacts opposing
player, no fault is committed.
b. Handsets should have minimal to no rotation forwards or aft wards. Hands/arms in constant motion down/up
during set. No Side Rotation. No Handsets in B/BB/2s Low over the net. Handsets over the net allowed A/AA/
OPEN/2s High; travel of ball must be square to the body fore/aft, not side-to-side.
c. No lifting the ball with an open flat hand. Lift is also called if ball is held too long while hand setting. No
handsets below the chin (from the chest) if ball is received above the head.
d. Defense block/touch in 2s counts as one of three hits, in 4s it does not count as part of three hit rule.
8. Sub Rule:
a. Subs must be from a registered team and selected from the level equal or below of the game being played (B
can have a B, BB can have a BB or a B player, etc.).
b. Two subs will be allowed for a match. If only one scheduled team member arrives for match (all others cannot
make it), then only two subs and the team plays with just 3 players.
9. Age Rule: Any team with an Under-18 player must have a parent on roster for legal/insurance/liability purposes.
10. Food/Drink: No outside alcohol/food are allowed on the courts or establishment. See Kevin.
11. Legal: Juana’s is not responsible for your injury during play, etc. See sign up rules.

